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**Corrections**


# Thesis, page 39: aim for paper I should be ‘To estimate the prevalence of iNPH ...’

# Thesis, page 45: the first paragraph should be deleted as it is an older version of the second paragraph.

# Thesis, page 48: the first paragraph should be deleted as it is an older version of the second paragraph.

# Thesis, page 59: Table 13, table legend. ‘iNPH diagnosis according to JG, year 2014-2015’ should be ‘iNPH diagnosis according to JG year 2017’.

# Thesis, page 66: Figure 17 should be replaced with the figure below.
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# Thesis, page 72: the third paragraph should be deleted as it is an older version of the fourth paragraph.

# Paper I, page 7, paragraph 2: The prevalence figure for age ≥ 65 (0.02%), according to reference [15] should be 0.12%.

# Paper II, page 28: Table 1, table legend. ‘* Not including the criteria ICP ≤ 20’ should be ‘Not including the criteria CSF opening pressure 70-245 mm H2O’.
# Paper II, page 30: Fig. 3. Should be corrected according to the figure below, where the modified Rankin Scale has been adjusted with -1. From 1–6 to 0–5.
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# Paper IV, page 9: Table 3. The word ‘t-test’ should be removed.